THINK SAFETY
If you were asked to define “Safety” in one word, what would be your reply? Would
you define safety as alertness, always ready for the unexpected? Would you define
safety as skill, the art of being ultra‐adept? Would you define safety as experience,
asser ng that the veteran never gets hurt? Would you define safety as coopera on,
the ability to exercise pa ence and get along with your fellow worker? Or, a er due
delibera on, would you finally define safety with the use of the single word THINK?
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Perhaps Alertness, Skill, Experience and Coopera on could be associated with safety,
but these are subservient to the word Think and must be construed as secondary
defini ons. A well‐known business execu ve has made the word “THINK” synonymous
with success, and as in other phases of industry, the applica on of the meaning of the
word is also very necessary if we are to reduce the number of accidents and injuries.
As has been so o en stated, ninety percent of all accidents are a ributed to unsafe
acts on the part of the individual/worker, and failure to think before ac ng is the
cause of prac cally all accidents in this category.
An employee removes a guard from a bench grinder for the purpose of expediency; an
injury results. The employee has not given thought to the original purpose of the guard
and has suﬀered the unfortunate consequences. Another employee, again in the
interest of me, fails to don safety goggles for a project “that will take only a minute.”
Again, injury results because of failure to think of the possible nega ve consequences.
An employee is involved in an accident because they knew they had the right‐of‐way
but failed to think that perhaps the second party involved would not recognize this
established right.
Many accidents could be averted if we would only discipline ourselves to give full
thought prior to our ac ons.

Think Safety—Then Act Safely
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What is Process Safety Management?
Process safety management is a regula‐
tory standard issued by the Occupa onal
Safety and Health Administra on (OSHA)
for processes that use Highly Hazardous
Chemicals (HHCs). The OSHA process
safety management standard contains
requirements for preven ng catastrophic
releases of toxic, reac ve, flammable, or
explosive chemicals.
While the full list of HHCs can be found
in Appendix A of the OSHA PSM
standard, it might also be helpful for
chemical safety managers to know the
basic defini ons of toxic, reac ve,
flammable, and explosive. These are
proper es or characteris cs of HHCs.
According to the Center for Chemical
Process Safety (CCPS):

Toxic Material – an air‐
borne agent that could
result in acute adverse human
health eﬀects

Reac ve Material – a substance
which enters into a chemical
reac on with other stable or
unstable material

Flammable – a gas that can burn
with a flame if mixed with a
gaseous oxidizer such as air and
then ignited

Explosive – a chemical that causes a
sudden release of pressure, gas,
and heat when subjected to sudden
shock, pressure, or high
temperature
One of the reasons why OSHA decided to
create PSM is the Phillips disaster of
1989. In October of that year, an
explosion and fire at the Phillips 66
Company’s Houston Chemical Complex
(HCC) took the lives of 23 workers and
injured 132 others. The event also
resulted in $750,000,000 worth of
property damage and a $4,000,000
fine issued by OSHA.
However, even a er OSHA had released
the PSM standard in 1992, another
disaster occurred at the BP Texas City
refinery in 2005, leading to the deaths of
15 workers and 180 others injured. The
company had to pay $2,000,000,000 to
the vic ms of the disaster and their
rela ves as compensa on. Repairs and
lost profits also cost BP over
$1,000,000,000.
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Why is Process Safety Management necessary?
Unexpected releases of toxic, reac ve, or flam‐
mable liquids and gases in processes involving
highly hazardous chemicals have been reported
for many years in various industries that use
chemicals with such characteris cs. Regardless of
the industry that uses these highly hazardous
chemicals, there is a poten al for an accidental
release any me they are not properly
controlled, and the associated possibility of
disaster.
To help ensure safe and healthful workplaces,
OSHA has issued the Process Safety Management
(PSM) of Highly Hazardous Chemicals standard
(29 CFR 1910.119), which contains requirements
for the management of hazards associated with
processes using highly hazardous chemicals.
Many of Ardaman’s clients operate facili es that
contain hazardous chemicals. These facili es
have PSM standards in place and we are required
to understand the PSM processes that are in
place at their facility and to follow them.

Process safety management (PSM) is addressed
in specific standards for general industries and
construc on industries. OSHA' standard
emphasizes the management of hazards
associated with highly hazardous chemicals and
establishes a comprehensive management
program that integrates technologies,
procedures, and management prac ces.
Many of our employees, work at project sites
that require a PSM program at that facility, and
must comply with the site specific PSM program
that is in place at those facili es. It is very
important that employees pay a en on during
site specific training at these facili es. During this
training, important PSM processes are discussed
along with emergency ac ons that must be
followed in case a release does occur. Always be
familiar with the procedures (no fica on and
response) and the loca on of areas for
evacua on.

How is PSM managed at a facility?
Process Safety Management is a way to prevent
or minimize the consequences of a catastrophic
release of toxic, reac ve, flammable, or explosive
highly hazardous chemicals from a process.

A process is defined by OSHA as “any
ac vity or combina on of ac vi es includ‐
ing any use, storage, manufacturing,
handling, or the on‐site movement of highly
hazardous chemicals.”

An analysis is designed to iden fy, evaluate,
and control the hazards of processes
involving highly hazardous chemicals.

The analysis is performed by a team
experienced in engineering and process
opera ons.
Key safety issues that a process hazard analysis
should look at include:

Hazards of the process

Any previous accidents with the poten al
for catastrophic consequences

Applicable engineering and administra ve
controls

The consequences of failure of those
controls

Human factors
Employees must take an ac ve role in developing
the analysis.

The team must include at least one
employee who has experience and
knowledge specific to the process.

Another member must be experienced in
the methods used to analyze the hazards.
OSHA regula ons require you to use one or more
of the following methods (or an equivalent) to
evaluate hazards:

What if/Checklist (used to determine what
worst case scenario could be)



Hazard and operability study (HAZOP)
Failure mode and eﬀects analysis (FMEA)

Fault tree analysis (figure the root cause of
how the release may have occurred)
A process hazard analysis must be based on
reliable and current safety informa on about the
hazards of the chemicals, the technology, and
the equipment used in the process.

Chemical hazard informa on should include
physical hazards (corrosive, explosive,
reac ve), health hazards (toxicity), and
permissible exposure limits.

Technology informa on should include
such items as a process flow diagram,
process chemistry informa on, and safe
upper and lower limits of temperatures and
pressures.

Informa on about equipment used in the
process should include such items as
informa on about materials used in
construc on, piping and instruments, safety
systems, and ven la on systems.
OSHA requires a process hazard analysis to be
updated at least once every 5 years.

In addi on ,any change in process technolo‐
gy requires close review and poten al
reassessment of the process hazard
analysis.

Analysis should be viewed as an ongoing
priority; a daily prac ce in which all process
personnel should be directly and ac vely
involved.
No one wants to experience catastrophic release
of toxic, reac ve, flammable, or explosive
chemicals. The whole purpose of a process
hazard analysis is to prevent such a tragedy that
could endanger workers’ lives and the surround‐
ing community as well.


Pay Attention While Driving!
"I never saw him!" is the most common excuse heard
a er a collision. Was the other vehicle invisible?
Virtually all collisions involve ina en on on the part
of one or both drivers. Ina en on can involve many
things, some of which are daydreaming, distrac ons,
ea ng, sleepiness, fa gue, "highway hypnosis",
talking to others, talking on the phone, etc.
A moving vehicle develops thousands of foot‐pounds
of energy. YOU as a driver have the responsibility not
to use that energy to injure or kill others, or damage
their property. Paying a en on makes it possible for
you to see, recognize and avoid the hazards lurking
on the road; these are the three basic elements of
defensive driving. The primary a ribute necessary
for a safe driver is alertness, and paying a en on is
the most important driving task because it helps
create the me you need to recognize hazards and
avoid a collision.

While it is important for you to be alert and aware, it
isn't an easy task. Here is a challenge for you. The
next me you drive, try concentra ng solely on the
driving task. Think of nothing else. Then see how far
you get before your mind wanders. Many drivers will
not even get out of the parking lot! Seasoned drivers
don't have to think about driving much. It's
something we do automa cally, and our minds are
free to wander. And our minds want to wander.
Have you ever driven somewhere and been so lost in
thought that you could not remember anything
about the trip itself? Is this a problem?

Is this a curable problem? Paying a en on can
become a habit, but you have to work at it. Make
conscious, persistent choices not to eat while
driving, or whatever you do that takes your a en on
oﬀ where your moving vehicle is pointed. Connect
your mind to your eyes and work at consciously
analyzing what you see while you drive. This is called
One sta s c o en quoted is that most collisions "situa onal awareness." Driving is the most
happen within a short distance from home. Why is dangerous thing most of us ever do. It deserves your
this true? Since we mostly drive in our own neigh‐ full a en on.
borhoods, the odds are we'll have most of our
mishaps there. We also are more comfortable closer
Before Driving
to home and perhaps we let our guard down (and

Walk Around the Vehicle. (Safety Walk)
the other driver may do the same thing). You have
heard that "familiarity breeds contempt"? Be er yet,

Adjust your Seat.
familiarity breeds ina en on. This also applies to the

Adjust Your Mirrors.
area around our oﬃces. We don't o en consider

Adjust Your Headrest.
that serious or fatal injuries can occur in low speed

Adjust the steering wheel.
collisions.

Do your “Seatbelt Check!”

How Do I Find The Correct Tire Pressure For My Vehicle?
Having the correct re pressure is extremely
important for safety, and ge ng good gas
mileage and the most life out of your res. Your
vehicle has a specific re pressure that will give
the best gas mileage, handling and re life for
that car, and its wri en right on the driver side
door jamb of the car. That's the one you should
follow when airing up your res.
On newer vehicles, the recommended pressure
is most commonly listed on a s cker inside the
driver's door. If there's no s cker on the door,
you can usually find the specs in the owner's
manual. The recommended pressure applies to
a cold re. The reason you check when cold is
that as res roll along the road, fric on between
them and the road generates heat, increasing
re pressure. For the most consistent re‐
pressure reading, make sure the vehicle has
been si ng overnight, or at least has been
parked for a few hours.
Do not inflate your res to the pressure listed on
the re itself. That number is the maximum
pressure the re can hold, not the recommend‐
ed pressure for the vehicle. Check the door
s cker to see if the front pressure is diﬀerent
from the rear which is common in newer
vehicles. Tricky, huh?
Over‐inflated res will give you a bouncy ride
and an ill‐handling car, while under‐inflated res

can develop premature wear from increased
fric on. Either way, not having your res at their
recommended pressure compromises safety
and will nega vely aﬀect re wear and vehicle
performance.

Ready For Work
Coming into work healthy and in the
right mindset every day is just as
important as being properly trained or
having the right tool for the job. Many
factors, both on and oﬀ the job, aﬀect
how well or poorly we do our jobs on
any given day. Some of the factors we
will cover are sickness, fa gue, medica‐
on, and stress.
Sickness– We all get sick from me to
me. Some illnesses are minor and work
can con nue, but for others, we need to
stay home to get be er before coming to
work. When you are sick you may not be
able to perform your du es as needed
and this can put yourself or others at risk
for an injury. Know when it is me to
stay home due to an illness. During flu
season especially, it is important that
you do not come to work and infect
others. Not only are you not able to work
to your fullest ability you also aﬀect
others being able to work due to being
infected with your illness.
Fa gue– Fa gue is a killer on job sites all
across the country. Many employees
work over the normal 40 hours a week.
Add on the demands of home life and
there are many people who are probably
too red to safely perform their fob
func ons. Get at least six to seven hours
of sleep a night and eat a balanced diet
to help combat the demands of a busy
life. Drink caﬀeinated drinks or take a
break and stretch when feeling red on
the job.
Medica on– Many medica ons aﬀect
how we feel. When star ng a new
medica on it is important to try it oﬀ the
job to see how it aﬀects you. Ask your
doctor about all of the side eﬀects. Make
sure he or she understands the work you
do as well as any other medica ons you
take. Let a supervisor know if you are not
feeling well due to a medica on. If you
feel comfortable telling a coworker
about what medica on you are taking,
let him or her know so they can keep an
eye on you.
Stress– There is good stress as well as
bad stress. We are more familiar with
the bad stress. Stress from work de‐
mands, home demands, family problems,
health problems, etc. aﬀect us every day.
A combina on of high expecta ons for
produc vity and limited resources to
complete work o en leads to high‐stress
levels on the job. It is important to be
able to handle stress in a construc ve
way. Exercising or taking me to enjoy
hobbies is a good way to relieve stress.
Recognize when you are stressed and
step away from the situa on to take
me to relax.
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Hand Tool Inspections
Backing up in a Motor
Vehicle
Opera ng heavy equipment or a motor vehicle
is inherently a hazardous task, however, back‐
ing up creates more risk for incidents to occur.
According to the Na onal Safety Council,
backing accidents cause 500 deaths and 15,000
injuries per year. All too o en, unnecessary
backing is responsible for injuries or property
damage incidents. It is important to consider
the hazards of backing and what can be done to
mi gate these hazards.
With increased blind spots, backing leaves
drivers and operators at more risk for error
resul ng in damage or injury. The most serious
incident occurring due to backing is fatali es of
ground personnel. OSHA states that dump
trucks followed by semi‐trucks and ordinary
pickups are responsible for the majority of back
over incidents in the past 10 years on the job.
Outside of struck‐by incidents involving ground
personnel, there are many other hazards to
consider. A few hazards include:
Less visibility/ more blind spots
Fixed objects
Moving equipment or vehicles
Uneven terrain (construc on sites)
Best Prac ces and Safeguards to Mi gate the
Hazards of Backing
The single best way to prevent backing‐related
incidents is to eliminate backing as much as
possible. Most work areas and tasks can be set
up in such a way that backing up is not neces‐
sary. Preplanning of movements is another
way to eliminate unnecessary backing.
Look for pull‐through parking before choosing
to park where your first move is backing up.
Always try to posi on yourself so that you can
easily pull forward out of a parking spot.
If you need to back up a er being in a fixed
posi on, complete a walk‐around of your
vehicle. This allows you to be aware of what is
in your blind spots prior to making a move.
Install backup cameras on equipment and
vehicles.
Use a spo er when appropriate. If backing is
necessary and there are hazards such as other
ground personnel or fixed objects in the area
then a spo er may be necessary. Always
consider the addi onal hazards created when
a spo er is used in a work area with moving
equipment or vehicles.
Mark fixed objects so they are more visible to
those opera ng a motor vehicle or heavy
equipment in a work area.
Place protec ve barricades to protect cri cal
or expensive equipment from struck‐by inci‐
dents.
Backing can almost always be eliminated or
greatly reduced when proper preplanning is
used. Elimina on should always be the first
choice before relying on less eﬀec ve
safeguards such as backup cameras or a
spo er. Remember G.O.A.L “Get out and
Look!”
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There are many injuries while using hand tools on
the job. Many of these injuries occur from improper
use, but there are also injuries that involve a tool
that was broken or in need of repair. What tool is
being used will decide what needs to be inspected
on it. In this safety talk, we will discuss basic
handheld tools that are not electric or pneuma c.
Common hand tools found on almost every job site
and at home across the country are screwdrivers,
hammers, chisels, and wrenches. This is not an all‐
inclusive list, but these are some of the most com‐
monly used hand tools.
Common Hand Tool Inspec on Items
Hammers– Ensure that the handle is not broken or
chipped. If a handle is taped, more than likely it is
broken and needs replaced. On any tool, tape is not
a manufacturer’s approved fix for a needed
repair. Ensure the head of the hammer is ght on
the handle. Throw the hammer away if part of the
claw is broken oﬀ.
Screwdrivers– Ensure the handle is not chipped or
broken. Many people will use the screwdriver as a
chisel and hit the back end of it with a hammer. This
causes damage to the screwdriver and will damage
the handle. If the head of the screwdriver is chipped
or worn down, replace the screwdriver.
Never use a screw driver as a pry bar, the tool was
never intended for this type of use and the p can
break oﬀ an strike the eye or imbed in your skin.
Screw drivers are only for turning screws.

Chisels– Chisels are strong tools, but just like any
other tool they will begin to break down over me.
Check the back of the chisel. O en mes, the back
will begin to mushroom. When mushrooming occurs
the chisel either needs to be repaired properly or
replaced. Select Chisels that incorporate a hand
guard on them incase your miss the target.
Wrenches– Check that the wrench is not bent. Re‐
place any wrench that is chipped or excessively
worn. Losing the grip on a bolt due to a worn or
broken wrench can easily cause hand injuries to the
user. Always make sure the jaws/teeth are cleaned,
clear, and sharp. Face a pipe wrench forward. Turn
the wrench so pressure is against heel jaw.
Pull, rather than push on the pipe wrench handle.
Maintain a proper stance with feet firmly placed to
hold your balance
General Hand Tools Best Prac ces

Keep tools clean. Dirty tools are harder to use
safely and properly.

Do not modify hand tools. Keep the manufac‐
turer’s design intact.

Secure all hand tools and store them away
properly. Tools le out are much more likely
to get lost, stolen, or damaged.

Use tools how they are designed to be used.
This will keep the tool in good condi on longer
and you safe when using it.

Lack of Time on the job
There are many diﬀerent sources of pressure
individuals face at work for ge ng the job done.
Time, or the lack of it, is a major driver in wheth‐
er or not workers feel that they need to rush to
get a job complete. It is important to plan work
accordingly to avoid having to rush work tasks.
Sources of Time Pressures on the Job
There are many reasons why there is not enough
me to get work done or at least the percep on
that there is a lack of me. Some reasons to
consider:
Poor planning‐ A lack of planning is a major
factor in whether or not employees have to
rush to get work done. Poor planning leads to a
huge number of issues on the job and o en
results in safety‐related shortcuts.
Unrealis c deadlines‐ Related to poor planning,
unrealis c deadlines put unnecessary pressure
on workers to perform. When deadlines force
workers to rush, incidents and injuries are
bound to occur over me.
Weather‐ Weather can throw a huge curveball
at produc on schedules in
the construc on industry. When weather is not
planned for both in the short and long‐term
major issues and setbacks can arise for
everyone involved.
Best Prac ces to Avoid Time‐related Issues
Proper planning is cri cal to all work. New work
tasks especially should be evaluated well ahead
of the actual work needing to be completed.
Tasks need to be evaluated for both safety issues

and produc on issues. The hazards of the work
need to be reviewed as well as what the
mi ga on ac ons would be for those hazards.
Any extra safety equipment or training would
need to be provided prior to the work beginning.
From a produc on standpoint, proper planning
looks at what tools, material, equipment,
personnel, me, etc. are needed to complete the
project. Having all of these items in line prior to
work beginning allows for a much smoother
work process.
A er planning is completed everyone should be
on the same page of what me is required to
complete the project. Realis c goals should be
set by management and understood by every‐
one involved in the work. Plans for setbacks,
weather condi ons, or other issues should be
considered when planning for the me needed.
All too o en me pressures are created unnec‐
essarily. Lack of me to get a job completed can
lead to workers taking shortcuts which leads to
addi onal exposure to risk. Proper me allo ed
for tasks allows for workers to ensure the proper
safeguards are in place before a work task
begins. When individuals work together to
properly pre‐plan and carry out tasks the job
goes a lot smoother. Avoid me pressures
through proper preplanning and se ng realis c
expecta ons for ge ng work tasks completed.

Ardaman Update

Ardaman Safety Audits

Injury Incidents:





Employee was working with the drill crew and was replacing the drill rods. The drill rod was sup‐
ported by the hydraulic jaws on the base of the rod string and the slip ring was suppor ng the top
sec on. As the employee was screwing another sec on onto the rod, the hydraulic jaws lost grip
and the pipe began to slip down and struck the le middle finger of the helper. The employee did
have gloves on; however, he sustained a small cut to the le middle finger. First Aid Only per Core
Occupa onal . Refer to Safety Alert Line of fire on 8/18/2022 for root cause analysis and lessons
learned.
Employee was walking through ankle‐high grass and sporadic knee‐high brush. They were using a
shovel as a probe to clear the area of poten al hazards. When probing, the shovel went into the
ground and struck an underground hornets’ nest. Hornets started coming out of the ground and
the employee ran away from the nest. As they were making it back to their vehicle, they tripped
over their own feet and fell to the ground. When the employee fell, they landed on their right side
bruising their lower torso. First Aid Only per Core Occupa onal.

Iden fied Hazards from Loss Preven‐
on Observa on/ Safety Audits
conducted in the month of August.





Vehicle and Equipment Incidents:











Employee was on site performing construc on inspec on ac vi es. As they were leaving the area
a er comple ng an inspec on, they began backing the rental truck. The area had overgrown grass
and while backing, they struck a hidden sign against the passenger side door. Always perform a
safety walk prior to moving a vehicle. If unsure of objects in the area, get out and look, or ask for
assistance. Our employee failed to report the incident to the client or Ardaman. When incidents
occur, please no fy your supervisor, Branch H&S Coordinator and the H&S Director as per the
company incident and repor ng policy. The faster we are informed of an issue, the quicker we can
help.
Employee was traveling on the roadway in heavy traﬃc. As they were approaching the traﬃc light,
the light turned red and the vehicle in front suddenly stopped and our vehicle rear ended the other
vehicle. Per the Smith System we are always supposed to try to maintain a 4 second following
distance from the vehicle in front of us. When stopping, we must maintain a 1 car length buﬀer
zone between us and the vehicle in front.
Employee was pulling away from the gas pump and was making a right turn. As they were turning,
they struck the passenger door of the vehicle against the bollard. The employee turned the wheel
too quickly before clearing the bollard that was located on the passenger side of the vehicle
protec ng the gas pump. Remember that the turning radius changes for each vehicle. Before
turning near objects always check your side mirrors to ensure you are clear. If unsure of distances
due to blind spots, get out and look. Large vehicles tend to have a wider turning radius so you will
need to account for this by turning later thus crea ng a larger apex around the object.
Recently, one of our nuclear density gauges was used on a construc on site. The gauge was placed
on the ground in prepara on to perform a test, approximately 5' to 10' from the truck tailgate. Our
technician was no fied by the on‐site inspector to ask the dozer operator to prepare another
loca on for tes ng. Technician stepped away from the gauge and pointed out the loca on to the
operator. Our technician turned back around noted the inspector trying to get the a en on of the
operator of a tractor & pan, who had begun backing towards the loca on of the gauge. They both
tried to get the operators’ a en on but could not and they struck the gauge. The nuclear gauge
sustained damage to the Index rod, source rod, and handle. No radia on was leaked. Refer to
Safety Alert Nuclear Gauge Best Prac ces 8/17/2022 for root cause analysis and lessons learned.
Contractor surveyor was driving on a muddy road on site. While driving on the road, their truck
lost trac on and slid into our parked una ended AAI vehicle. The contractor vehicle's right side
bumper made contact with the parked una ended AAI truck driver door. This result in a small dent
and scratch on the door panel.

This month, the Ardaman safety
commi ee reviewed an increased
volume of submi als. We are
con nuing the lo ery pool this
month and with the increase of
submi als this month, we drew two
winners at random for a $25.00 gi
card.
August Winners:
Karen Cook: Orlando
Juan Rivas: Miami
A Safety S cker was awarded to the
following individuals:





Highlighted Near Miss/ Hazard Iden fica ons from 28 reports received from the
month of August.
Employee was sampling monitoring wells in the parking lot of the property. Garbage truck
pulled in to empty the dumpster on property. Monitoring well that was undergoing
purging was in the path of the truck. Driver appeared not to see the purging equipment
and was on track to run it over before our employee was able to get their a en on.
Always place traﬃc cones around the work area during sampling events to iden fy the
work zone and increase visibility. Standard PPE is always required on construc on/
sampling sites.

PPE: Employee was not
wearing safety toed footwear
while drilling. Field work
requires the use of safety toed
footwear.

Ardaman Health and
Safety Recognition
Awards

Near Miss / Hazard Identi ication



Ergonomics: Employee li ing a
nuclear gauge using their back
instead of their legs. Never li
with your back always li with
your legs or use a team li .



Khaldoun Allaz for recogni on
and ac ons involving an
unguarded drain ditch in the
work area. Employee no fied
the contractor and barrier tape
was placed temporarily along
the area to no fy others un l
jersey style barriers were
brought over to the area.
(Orlando)
Kalyani Jeyisanker for recogni‐
on and ac ons observing
unstable boxes with weights
stacked in the laboratory. The
employee no fied others to
correct the issue by removing
the weights and stacking the
boxes at a safe level.
(Orlando)
Juan Rivas for recogni on and
ac ons involving a malfunc‐
oning GFCI in the lab. The
employee inves gated the
issue and relocated the
equipment to a safe
receptable.
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September 2022 Safety Quiz
Please circle the le er of the answer that fits best. Some answers can be found in the newsle er
1. Process safety management is a way to prevent or minimize the consequences of a catastrophic release of toxic, reac ve,
flammable, or explosive highly hazardous chemicals from a process.
A. True

B. False

2. Key safety issues that a process hazard analysis should look at include:
A. Hazards of the process

B. Applicable engineering and administra ve controls

C. The consequences of failure of those controls

D. All the above

3. Only top management is ac ve in developing the process hazard analysis.
A. True

B. False

4. A process hazard analysis should include hazard informa on , technology informa on, and equipment informa on.
A. True

B. False

5. You should never come to work if you are not feeling well and no fy Human Resources or Safety.
A. True

B. False

6. When should hand tools be inspected?
A. Prior to each use

B. A er each use

C. Never

D. All the above

7. When you are unable to see or judge distances to objects when driving, you should stop and get out of the vehicle to verify
the distance or ask for assistance from a spo er.
A. False

B. True

8. OSHA requires a process hazard analysis to be updated at least once every 7 years
A. True

B. False

9. Before driving or moving a vehicle, the first thing you should do is .
A. Put on your seat belt

B. Adjust your seat

C. Adjust your mirrors

D. Walk around the vehicle
10. A Process Hazard Analysis is designed to iden fy, evaluate, and control the hazards.
A. True

B. False

11. Site specific training at a client’s facility is a crucial component in our ability to understand the PSM process at their site,
know what chemicals might be on site, and how to respond if a release occurs.
A. True

B. False

12. All employees can make an important contribu on by sharing their knowledge and experience with the process hazard
analysis team.
A. True

B. False

All Ardaman employees must complete the quiz and turn it into their H&S coordinator by the end of each month. For those individuals who cannot a end the monthly safety mee ng, please complete the quiz
and submit it to your supervisor for approval. All completed quizzes must be submi ed at a designated loca on at each oﬃce. The supervisor only needs to sign the quiz if you are unable to a end the monthly
safety mee ng. Please provide a reason for your absence in the box below:

Employee Print Name

Employee Sign Name

Date

Supervisor Print Name

Supervisor Sign Name

Date

